
 

 

Welcome aboard your journey towards new adventures in year 4. We hope it will be an experience you’ll never forget! 

English: Our adventures will 

take us to the Antarctic using 

a fabulous book 

‘Shackleton’s Journey’ by 

William Grill. Children will 

be using adventurous 

adjectives and dangerous 

descriptions to capture the 

perils of the expedition in a 

newspaper report.   

Maths: Following on from our 

exploration of 2D shapes, we’ll be having 

a quick stop at symmetry and then back 

into a multiplication unit focussing on 

6,7 and 9 times tables.  

Reading: children are learning to 

develop these skills: 

V – identify the meaning of 

vocabulary 

I – pick up on inferences 

P – predict what may happen 

E – explain what is happening 

R – Retrieve information  

S – summarise  

 

Music: 

Glockenspiels! 

Learn more 

complex rhythm 

patterns.  Revise, 

play and read 

the notes C, D, E, 

F and G. 

PE: 
Outdoor 

hula hoop 

and 

skipping 

skills and 

Orienteering 

skills 

 

Art: Be able to 

mix tints and 

shades to make 

cold colours, 

look at the work 

of Henri 

Rousseau and 

use it to inspire 

our own art. 

Science: During this term we 

will look at how living things 

obtain food, the Eatwell Guide 

and nutrition, different types of 

skeletons and the different 

types of teeth and their 

functions. 

RE: 

Christianity 

Using the story 

of Noah 

investigate 

people of God 

and what it is 

like for 

Christians to 

follow God. 

 

Topic – History and Geography: 

Continue our adventures learning about 
Ernest Shackleton, then travel on to the 

Rainforest to learn about the climate, 
animals and deforestation and taking our 

final destination to Egypt to learn all about 
the Pyramids and Howard Carters 

discoveries. 

PHSE: Celebrating differences 

Accept that everyone is different, 

include others when working and 

playing and know how to help if 

someone is being bullied. 

 

French: understand and respond to some 

classroom instructions, learn how to say 

the numbers 0-6, name the UK, Great 

Britain and the four countries in the UK. 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Maths: Here’s how our Maths learning 

will look this term. 


